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ABSTRACT

1.

This paper describes the realization of the Greek DBpedia as
part of the DBpedia Internationalization proccess. “I18n filters” are proposed as pluggable components of the DBpedia
Information Extraction Framework, in order to address issues concerning covering more knowledge from non-English
Wikipedia’s and International Resource Identifier (IRI) support. Moreover, a new extractor is introduced that uses the
Wikipedia Interlanguage Links to connect international DBpedia’s and transitively to the LOD Cloud. Finally, the
paper illustrates the first international project which provides Transparent Content Negotiation (TCN) rules for International Resource Identifier’s (IRI’s) for de-referencing
purposes. This work could serve as a guide not only for
other multilingual DBpedias, but for publishing linked data
in languages based on non-Latin character sets as well.

This paper presents the recent DBpedia Internationalization
effort starting with the realization of the Greek DBpedia.
The early versions of the DBpedia framework were restricted
to the English Wikipedia as its sole source. Since the start
of DBpedia in 2007 [6], however, the focus has shifted. DBpedia is now becoming an increasingly fused version, which
integrates information from many different Wikipedia editions. The emphasis of this fused DBpedia is still on the
English Wikipedia, as it is the most abundant language edition. During the fusion process, however, country specific
information is lost or ignored. Using the Greek Wikipedia
as a base, the aim of the research described in this article
is to create a Greek DBpedia and establish best practices
(complemented by software) to allow the DBpedia community1 to easily generate, maintain and properly interlink a
language specific DBpedia edition.
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General Terms
Management, Languages
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INTRODUCTION

The Greek Wikipedia is, when compared to other Wikipedia
language editions, still relatively small - 47th in article count
- with around 60.000 articles. Furthermore, it is not as
well-organized as the English one regarding infobox usage,
one of the preliminaries to extract high-quality data with
the DBpedia approach. As only few Greek data sources
are published as Linked Open Data (LOD) yet, the Greek
DBpedia could not only serve as the core where all these
datasets could be interlinked, but also provide a guideline
on how they could be published, how non-latin characters
could be handled and how the Transparent Content Negotiations (TCN) rules (RFC 2295) [5] can be implemented.

2.

CURRENT DATA TOPOLOGY OF DBPEDIA

1
The authors established a DBpedia Internationalization
Committee to collect other interested community members
to create a network of internationalized DBpedias (http:
//dbpedia.org/internationalization)

Figure 1: The Internationalized DBpedia Information Extraction Framework including the I18n filters and
the two new extractors.
The data sets extracted by the DIEF are made available
either via the DBpedia SPARQL Endpoint or as downloadable dumps2 . The focus of these data sets is clearly on the
English part of Wikipedia. Although other language editions are used as sources, neither the DIEF nor the pluggable extractors nor the parsers have been tailored to deal
with specialties of other language edition. With minor exception, the extractors which have been designed for the
English version have been applied as-is on other sources
and lack customizability. Currently, around 95 language
editions are used and basic information such as abstracts,
labels, titles, links, page links and geographic information
is provided. In order to provide a uniform resource identifier (URI) for all languages, DBpedia currently uses the
Wikipedia inter-language links3 , assigning non-English articles the corresponding English resource identifier. For instance, there exist articles about the Greek city of Thessaloniki in Greek, which are translated to other languages, all
translations using the same (English) resource name http:
//dbpedia.org/resource/Thessaloniki.

2.1

Current State of the Internationalization
Effort

ontology mappings using a very simple syntax4 . As a result
of this development, there are presently mappings defined
in 14 languages5 in addition to English.
At the time of writing, three official DBpedia chapters, apart
from the English one, exist : the German6 , the Korean7 and
the Greek8 . While the first two provide URI-based datasets
and SPARQL Endpoints, the Korean chapter has also made
an effort to export their datasets with localized IRIs. In the
Greek DBpedia, we managed to define Transparent Content
Negotiation rules (RFC 2295) [5] for IRI de-referencing.

3.

EXTENSION OF THE DBPEDIA INFORMATION EXTRACTION FRAMEWORK

In this contribution the (new) Internationalized DBpedia Information Extraction framework (I18n-DIEF) is outlined as
illustrated in Figure 1. In particular with regard to the infobox extraction process, solutions are presented so as the
Greek Wikipedia can be improved and be aligned with the
English version. The main approach to facilitate internationalization was to implement “internationalization filters”,
where necessary, that are plugged into the DBpedia extraction framework and provide required I18n functionality.

The introduction of the Mapping-Based Extractor in [6]
alongside crowd-sourcing approaches in [4] allowed the International DBpedia community to easily define infobox-to-

The first priority was to improve the extractors and cus-

2

5

Endpoint: urlhttp://dbpedia.org/sparql
Downloads: http://wiki.dbpedia.org/Downloads
3
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Help:Interlanguage_
links

4

http://mappings.dbpedia.org
en, de, fr, pl, it, es, nl, pt, ca, hu, sl, hr, el, ga, ru
6
http://de.dbpedia.org
7
http://ko.dbpedia.org
8
http://el.dbpedia.org

Figure 2: The Greek DBpedia in the i18n LOD
Cloud (modification Linking Open Data cloud diagram, by Richard Cyganiak and Anja Jentzsch
http://lod-cloud.net/)

tomize/tune them - where appropriate - for language specific
aspects in order to increase the amount and quality of the
produced triples. Five extractors and four parsers could be
enhanced: the Homepage, Image, Disambiguation, Generic
Infobox and the Mapping-Based Extractor and the DateTime, Duration, Flag-Template and Unit-Value Parsers were
extended with more I18n options.

Figure 3: HTML representation using TCN rules
inter-DBpedia linking in the Greek DBpedia, 112,000 more
RDF triples were created, linking the Greek DBpedia, with
20 external LOD datasets9 (cf. Figure 2).
In order to facilitate non-Latin DBpedia language editions
we migrated the DBpedia extraction framework from URIs
[1] to Internationalized Resource Identifiers (IRIs) [2] thus
avoiding unreadable identifiers due to the %-encoding of
non-Lating characters (cf. Figure 3).

Problems encountered in this process are discussed, especially concerning the definition of Transparent Content NeWe argue that the DBpedia naming scheme has to be imgotiation (TCN). The peculiarity in defining TCN rules for
proved in order to properly incorporate knowledge from other
IRI’s, lies in the HTTP protocol (rfc 2616) [3], which accepts
Wikipedia language editions. Before our effort, information
only URI’s. the followed approach was to store data in the
extracted from different language editions was merged into
IRI form but encoding and decoded IRIs into URIs for deone single namespace (i.e. http://dbpedia.org/resource/).
referencability purposes. A general solution is also proposed
However, it is more appropriate that language specific namesthat allows to deal not only with de-referencing, but with
paces are introduced, such as http://el.dbpedia.org/resource/
data serialization issues concerning IRI’s.
for Greek. And as new languages start publishing their data,
the English DBpedia could be transfered in http://en.dbpe
4. CONCLUSIONS
dia.org sub-domain and the default domain could be used
As a result of the DBpedia I18n effort, there is an increase
solely for the “Cross-language knowledge fusion” [6]
by 62.6% in total triples, compared to the standard DBpedia approach. Also, the usability for non-Latin characters
A new extractor was developed for inter-DBpedia linking.
was substantially improved. The Greek DBpedia is a step
Using the country specific resource domain approach, DBtowards LOD Internationalization. To our knowledge, this
pedia can use the Wikipedia interlanguage links to link interis the first successful attempt to serve Linked Data with
national DBpedia resources using the owl:sameAs predicate.
de-referencable IRI’s for LOD publishing in non-latin lanUsing these links, the smaller DBpedia language editions will
guages. Since more than half of the Web users nowadays
be linked to the English DBpedia, and thus transitively to
are speakers of a language using a non-Latin-based script,
all other resources. To accomplish this, the Interlanguagefor LOD to be successful on the Web in a global scale the
Links Extractor (ILL in Figure 1) was implemented, that exsupport for non-Latin character sets has to be improved.
tracts such links, e.g. dbp:Thessaloniki owl:sameAs dbpel:Θεσσαλονὶκη.
Additionally to the inter-DBpedia linking, another tool was
developed that generates automatically the links between
a non-English DBpedia and all the external LOD datasets
that are linked to the English DBpedia. To achieve this, the
inter-DBpedia linking (owl:sameAs) datasets are used and
we join them with the external LOD datasets that DBpedia
offers as downloads. The created datasets discard the RDF
triples which do not link with the non-English DBpedia.
With this tool, a non-English DBpedia can share all LOD
links relevant with the English DBpedia. As a result of our

5.
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